
Consultation Part 1 – Answers to Questions. 

This consultation was deliberately kept brief.  We didn’t want to bombard you with even more 

information than we already have, therefore we have kept rationales and in-depth details to a 

minimum, which is why we have asked for questions.  Thank you to those that have emailed in your 

questions and feedback.  In some cases, we haven’t answered every question individually as some 

answers we have given encompass other questions already. 

 

Status Quo 

Q: Will there be a status quo option for all proposals? 

A: Yes, you will be able to tell us that you prefer the status quo.   

 

Optional Graduation from Starters Agility 

Q: Why do you suggest 20 clear round certificates at Starters Level for optional graduation when it is 

25 from Jumpers C for optional graduation?  Wouldn’t it be more consistent to have either 20 or 25 

for both? 

A: The perception is that it is harder to gain a clear round in agility than it is in Jumpers, therefore we 

made the requirement slightly less, however given there is more opportunity to gain clear rounds in 

starters level due to having 2 eligible courses available per set (starters and novice), it would actually 

make more sense to increase this number instead. 

 

Structure of AD/ADX 

Q: Why does proposal one include the same standards that AD currently has (type of equipment, 

rate of travel) but proposal two doesn’t?  Has the committee considered regulating required 

equipment for Novice and Intermediate to ensure consistency?  

A: There are 2 different options, so it doesn’t make sense to have both options identical.  Once we 

have gained a feeling from the community around which concept is preferred, the finer details can 

be looked at more.   

 

Just for some clarity around the two proposals, Proposal 1 is aimed to keep the essence of AD/ADX 

as they are now, just without the need for prescribed courses.  Proposal 2 is aimed to keep more in 

line with how the JD/JDX qualifications are gained on standard courses.   

 

 

 



Q: How will the AC ensure there is a “Consistent Standard of Courses” as with the current AD / ADX 

where the courses are prescribed? 

A: Currently whilst there is a standard set of courses for AD and ADX, there is little consistency 

between courses that are run from one weekend to another as they are never set up exactly the 

same way, so there is already variation in the courses, and one of the things that a lot of people 

dislike about the current AD/ADX structure is that the prescribed courses aren’t a consistent 

standard, and don’t keep up with changing styles etc. 

With proposal 1 – the nominated course will need to meet a set criterion of equipment used, 

number of obstacles etc, number of contacts etc.  Proposal 1 will also have a qualifying course time 

as it does now.   

With proposal 2 – because of the larger number of clear rounds required under this proposal, it is 

our expectation that the level of consistency will average out over the course of time.  There is 

already a set of guidelines available to judges around the number of challenges and equipment to 

use in each level.  

 

Q: Why is the seesaw not included for AD in the proposal, but it is currently? 

A: The proposals are to run the AD over Novice courses, and the seesaw is not a permitted piece of 

equipment in Novice.  If our understanding is correct, at the time AD and ADX was first introduced, 

the seesaw was a piece of equipment allowed in Novice, and the AD courses were based on Novice 

courses.  As time went on, the seesaw was removed from Novice, but the AD courses were kept the 

same. 

 

Q: Isn’t it intermediate that hasn’t got an award system, and senior already has?  You mention that 
senior has its own clear round structure (SNX etc) so why have you proposed the ADX system that 
also includes senior?  Would it make intermediate more attractive and maintain a similar standard 
all over if it was solely based on intermediate?    

A: Again, this is an alternative to proposal 1, therefore it has different parameters.  As the clear 
round requirements in proposal 2 are higher, there does need to be opportunities for people to gain 
clear rounds thus the reason it would be available across both classes, but also gives the opportunity 
for those who never make it to senior level to achieve the ADXG qualification. 

 

Q: Why have you changed the level for ADX?  Why has ADX been lumped in with ADXB/S/G?  

Currently you achieve AD and ADX on the same set of courses and ADXB/S/G on a different set of 

courses. 

A: This hasn’t changed.  Under both proposals you will still achieve the AD by gaining clear rounds in 

Novice, and you will achieve the ADX qualification by gaining additional clear rounds in Novice or 

Intermediate (or by winning into Senior).  Once you have the ADX qualification you the work towards 

gaining clear rounds in Intermediate and Senior for your ADXB/S/G qualifications. 

 

 

 



 

Using proposal 2 for an example, a basic progression would look like this: 

Dog is in Starters/Novice level – gains 10 clear rounds in Novice – achieves AD qualification – This 

now puts the dog into Novice/Intermediate level the same as achieving AD does now.  If the dog 

WINS into Novice/Intermediate level prior to gaining 10 clear rounds in Novice, it automatically gains 

its AD qualification. 

Dog is now Novice/Intermediate level – gains an additional 10 clear rounds in either Novice or 

Intermediate – achieves ADX qualification.  If the dog wins into Intermediate/Senior prior to gaining 

10 clear rounds in Novice/Intermediate, it automatically gains its ADX qualification.  At this point, if 

the dog gains ADX but does not move up to senior level, the dog can still gain it’s ADXB/S/G 

qualifications by gaining clear rounds in intermediate.   

Dog is in Intermediate/Senior level – accumulates clear rounds in Intermediate to gain ADXB/S/G 

qualifications.   

 

Income for clubs and the AC is reduced 

Q: Does the AC know approximately how much this is reduced by? 

A: In 2019 there was approximately 3000 AD/ADX entries across the country, amounting to around 

$15,000 in entries of which $2,550 ex GST in levies were generated. 

 

Requirement for AD/ADX Qualifications for Agility Champion/Agility Grand 

Champion 

Q: Just having a read through the proposed changes to Grand Champ. I was wondering what the 
rational was for choosing 30 CRC as part of the new criteria? 

A: The clear rounds include the challenges.  So, 20 challenges plus 10 additional clear rounds make 

up the 30.  The additional 10 are in lieu of the ADX clear rounds that you would have had to gain. 

 

Q:  I believe introducing or increasing the number of clear rounds does not ‘reward both speed and 

accuracy’ nor does it align with our sports 'title system being based on wins’.  Our sport already has 

many titles and awards that recognise clear round consistency: Champion and Grand Champion 

titles should reward excellence.  Finally, it seems unfair that the AC’s proposal will make agility titles 

harder to achieve than the equivalent jumpers titles.  This seems particularly unfair given there are 

more complex skills required to complete a clear senior run (contacts and weaves) than there is in a 

JA clear run.  

If AD/ADX qualifications were no longer required as part of the AgCh/AgGrCh would the AC consider 

having the same criteria for AgCh/AgGrCh and JCh/JGrCh and increase the number of 1st place 

challenges required for both titles rather than increasing the number of clear rounds? E.g.: 6x 1st and 

4x 2nd place challenges for Agility/Jumpers Champion, and 12x 1st and 8x 2nd place challenges for 

Agility/Jumpers Grand Champion. 



A: There is going to be the option of not introducing the extra clear rounds, we are currently just 

trying to gauge the feeling of the community.  The title of Champion does still need to be attainable 

by a good consistent dog, and we believe that by increasing the number of challenges, it will make it 

unattainable for some so there is no desire to try. 

 

Q: How many AgGrCh, AgCh, JGrCh and JCh titles have been awarded to dogs in the previous 5 

years? 

A: We don’t currently have that information. 

 

 

 


